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Abstract 

The purpose of the study was to investigate cultural transition experience in elite football. 

More specifically, to explore three Swedish football players experience of their first transition 

abroad when relocating to play professional football in Europe. A narrative inquiry approach 

was used, with help of the cultural transition model (Ryba, Stambulova, & Ronkainen, 2016) 

a semi-structured interview guide was created. The cultural transition model was also used as 

a lens for analyzing the data. The participants were non-randomly sampled and recruited with 

help from the Swedish Football Federation. Four players responded positively and initiated 

the interview, three was fully conducted while one dropped out. The data were analyzed with 

holistic-content and categorical-content analysis to show three unique pathways but also 

common themes of their cultural transitions. The first result showed the uniqueness of the 

players pathways; preparing for the worst and saved by the football bubble, taking 

responsibility and a key role as a foreign player to gain respect in the team, and a big step for 

personal development: from homesickness to being hungry for more. Secondly, the result 

showed that the participant shared experience in the cultural transition process which are 

presented in 12 themes (e.g. Pre-transition phase: satisfaction in Swedish club before leaving, 

Acute cultural adaptation phase: adjustment in football as first priority in host culture, and 

Sociocultural adaptation: perceived ability and efficacy to adjust to new cultural settings). In 

conclusion, adaptation in football was prioritized during the first period of relocation, that 

means that they fully invested to show that they were good. However, after this first phase, 

having a meaningful life besides football became one of the most important things to feel 

satisfied. Although there are still questions unanswered regarding cultural transition in elite 

football, implications to Swedish Football Federation were given in further working with 

professional players who go abroad.   
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Abstrakt 

Syftet med studien var att undersöka kulturell övergångserfarenhet i elitfotboll. Mer specifikt 

utforska tre svenska fotbollsspelares erfarenhet av sin första övergång utomlands när de flyttat 

för att spela professionell fotboll i Europa. En narrativ metod användes och med hjälp av den 

kulturella övergångsmodellen (Ryba, Stambulova, & Ronkainen, 2016) skapades en semi-

strukturerad intervjuguide. Den kulturella övergångsmodellen användes även som en lins för 

dataanalysen. Deltagarna rekryterades via ett icke-slumpmässigt tillvägagångssätt med hjälp 

från svenska fotbollförbundet. Fyra spelare svarade positivt till att delta i studien, tre spelare 

fullföljde intervjuerna medan en spelare avbröt sitt deltagande under intervjuprocessen. Datan 

analyserades genom en holistisk innehållsanalys och kategorisk innehållsanalys för att visa tre 

unika vägar och även gemensamma erfarenheter i deras kulturella övergångar. Det första 

resultatet visade unika spelarnas vägar; förbereder sig på det värsta och räddas av 

fotbollsbubblan, ta ansvar och en nyckelroll som utländsk spelare för att få respekt i laget, 

och ett stort steg för personlig utveckling: från hemlängtan till att vara hungrig efter mer. 

Vidare visade resultatet att deltagaren delade erfarenheterna i kulturövergångsprocessen som 

presenteras i 12 teman (t.ex. Förberedelsefasen: tillfredsställelse i svensk klubb innan de 

lämnar, Akut kulturell anpassningsfasen: justering i fotboll som första prioritet i värd-

kulturen, och sociokulturell anpassningsfasen: uppfattad förmåga och effektivitet att anpassa 

sig till nya kulturella inställningar). Sammanfattningsvis prioriterades anpassning inom 

fotboll under den första omlokaliseringsperioden, det vill säga att de investerade fullt ut för att 

visa att de var bra. Men efter första tiden, blev det viktigare att finna ett meningsfullt liv även 

utanför fotbollen för att känna sig tillfredsställd. Även om det fortfarande finns frågor som är 

obesvarade gällande kulturövergångar inom elitfotboll, har information och arbetsförslag 

givits till svenska fotbollsförbund i hur de vidare kan arbetar med professionella spelare som 

flyttar utomlands. 

 

 

 

Nyckelord: Ackulturation, karriärövergång inom idrott, kulturövergångar inom idrott, 

elitfotbollsspelare, migrerande idrottare.  
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INTRODUCTION 

I was prepared and thought that my team-mates would be hard on me, but I thought at least 

that the coaches would want the best for me, like in Sweden and so on. But when I arrived 

it was almost the opposite; my team-mates were really nice, but some coaches acted in a 

differently than in Sweden. Maybe you’re not as much worth as you are in Sweden, you’re 

more of a product.   

 

(David Moberg Karlsson, football player from Sweden who moved to England to pursue his 

career in Sportnytt (SvtPlay, 2018) 

 

To pursue an athletic career, many athletes today are relocating across borders for new 

training-settings and competitions (Blodgett et al., 2014; Ryba, Haapanen, Mosek, & Ng, 

2012; Schinke & McGannon, 2014). A transnational athlete is referred to an athlete who is 

mobilizing and constructing his or her athletic career by regularly crossing borders for a short-

term stay, for example, training camp or competitions (Ryba & Stambulova, 2013). The 

transnational athlete relocates to learn about other training-methodologies or to acclimatize 

for competitions to sustain his/her development in and outside of sport (Ryba et al., 2012; 

Ryba & Stambulova, 2013). In contrast, a migrating athlete refers to an individual that 

relocates to a foreign country to pursue his/her sport career (e.g. better paycheck, training 

environment or to play in a better league) for a long-term stay (Schinke & McGannon, 2014). 

While a transnational athlete knows that they are a temporary guest in the host culture and 

will return home, a migrating athlete search to find themselves in a new sociocultural context. 

Despite the two different ways of living as an athlete abroad, there are still similarities (e.g. 

negotiation) in finding adaptation in their new culture setting (Ryba & Stambulova, 2013).  

 

The last decade, researchers have listed several issues in the transition for transnational and 

migrating athletes. Recently, authors from the International Society of Sport Psychology 

(ISSP) enlighten the importance of spreading knowledge about adaptation in cultural 

transitions in sport (Ryba, Schinke, Stambulova & Elbe, 2017). Ryba and her colleges (2017) 

thinks that with deeper understanding and knowledge through research in cultural transition 

area can provided recommendations to consultants that works with these athletes’ who cross 

borders. 
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Schinke, McGannon, Parham, and Lane (2012) says that culture exists in all sports contexts, 

and by being open and reflexive to it, one could begin to understand how it affect athletes’ 

cultural identities. In different sports context, different paths and opportunities can emerge to 

cross borders. By increasing knowledge about how the athlete experience moving abroad, the 

different paths can help us understand the acculturation process (Ryba, 2017). In football, 

some players can both be transnational and migrating athletes, as some will play for youth 

national teams, travel for tryouts or training camps and others may be offered a contract in a 

foreign country. Next section will describe the Swedish football context in order get a sense 

of the sport culture and why Swedish players search for development opportunity across 

borders.  

 

Swedish Football Context 

For a long time, football has been one of the most popular sport in Sweden. Today, Sweden 

have more than 600 000 active players in both genders and there are approximately 400 

professional football players in the highest league for men (Fogis, 2017). The Swedish league 

for men is currently ranked 23th of all the European top leagues by the Union of European 

Football Associations (UEFA, 2018). In 2018-2019, sixty-eight upper secondary schools 

could offer young-adult players (in the age of 16-19) to join an elite football program (Fogis, 

2018). Fifty-eight men’s clubs also have youth academies to help educate footballers from 

early ages (Tipselit, 2018). Subsequently, the Swedish Football Federation (SvFF) has well-

developed manuals of education for both players and coaches in all levels.  

SvFF describe two forms of football purposes, elite and exercise, because they want to 

reach as many people in the Swedish society as possible, as the motto says: “Football, the 

national sport for everyone everywhere”. In other words, a sport for players who want to 

invest in a professional career, those who want to exercise and have fun, and semi-

professionals who are in between (Fogis, 2017). Children who play football grow up with role 

models like Zlatan Ibrahimović and Lotta Schelin (two famous football players from 

Sweden). Zlatan and Lotta was not only successful in the national team but was also 

successful as a professional player abroad (Fogis, 2017). In 2016/2017 Sweden had 324 

players abroad, while 182 of them played in the highest league in the foreign country (SvFF, 

2018a). A dream for many active players is to go abroad, but there are not only successful 

stories of that dreams, for example, a tragic story of Martin Bengtsson (2007) highlights 

unsuccessful transition outcomes. As a child, Martin set a goal: to play in Italy when he was 

16. When he was 17 years old, his dream came true, he moved to Italy to play football but did 
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not manage to cope with the transition. He got depressed and ended up hospitalized after 

trying to commit suicide.  

From the age of 15, girls and boys are selected to play in the youth national team of 

Sweden. This is usually the first time they get in contact with international football, traveling 

for camps and tournament across borders (SvFF, 2018c). Only in the beginning of their 

career, these players get a sense of football in another cultural context.  

Considering the Swedish league ranking in Europe, players can reach a higher level in 

football and keep developing if they go abroad. Going abroad could also be one important 

factor to reach the national team, as Sweden’s world cup-squad in 2018 only had players from 

foreign football clubs (SvFF, 2018b).  

 

Cultural Transition Model 

In able to understand the cultural transition process Ryba, Stambulova and Ronkainen (2016) 

presented a temporal model with underlying psychological mechanisms based on narrative 

interviews. In their study, data were collected by interviewing 15 professional and semi-

professional athletes who had relocated to pursue their sport career. The data provided 

evidence to support the model with three phases (see figure 1). One phase are pre-relocation 

and two post-relocation. The three underlying psychological mechanisms can be seen as 

adaptive strategies that helps us understand how the athlete respond in a cultural transition. 

Ryba et al. (2016) explained the mechanisms as: a) repositioning and calibration of social 

relations and networks, b) negotiation of living cultural practices, and c) decoding and 

reconstruction meanings actively in the change of each phase. Ryba et al. (2016) describes the 

first phase as Pre-transition phase where the athlete is still in the home culture and preparing 

for the move. It begins when the athletes start to think about moving abroad and ends when 

they arrive to the host culture. During this period, mental and physical preparation is in focus, 

gathering information about the host culture and the club by talking to peers with experience 

and/or coaches. The second and third phase are in progress from the time of the arrival and 

the athlete interact with a new culture, these phases however do not have a clear end as the 

adaptation are seen as fluid (Ryba et al., 2016). The Acute cultural adaptation phase is the 

second phase which begins when the athlete arrives to the host culture. In this phase many 

athletes experience loneliness as they tried to navigate and understand new cultural patterns to 

fit in with the new social context (in and outside of sport). The athlete’s identity might collide 

with new norms, and as they try to negotiate the adaptations process develops. The transition 

to the last phase are described as blurry and protracted, but the signs for the Sociocultural 
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adaptation phase is when athletes has intentions to stay and make a living in the host culture 

(Ryba et al., 2016). This mean that the athletes’ feel congruence between their own values and 

living with the host culture’s values and norms. Ryba (2017) suggested that the sociocultural 

adaptation phase has a symbolic end when the migrating athlete establish an optimal 

psychological functioning between oneself and the society.  

 

 
Figure 1. Cultural Transition Model, by T. V. Ryba, N. B. Stambulova, and N. J. Ronkainen 
2016, The Work of Cultural Transition: An Emerging Model, 7, p. 427. Copyright 2016 Ryba, 
Stambulova and Ronkainen.  
 
 
Further, Ward and Kennedy (1999) defined psychological adaptation as an individual having 

a feeling of well-being and mental health (i.e. emotional), while sociocultural adaptation was 

referring to one’s ability to fit in and being able to negotiate and have appropriate cultural 

skills in one’s new context (i.e. behavioral). Further, Ryba et al. (2012) theorized acute 

cultural adaptation as “continuous negotiation between maintaining a psychological 
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homeostasis, predicated on need satisfaction, and engagement in sociocultural everyday 

practices of the host site” (p. 83). That means, the process is sustained as long as the host 

sociocultural environment is giving the individual new things to negotiate with. 

 

Barriers in Adaptation Process 

Campbell and Sonn (2009) found two barriers while investigating cultural adaptation in 

Australian football. Cultural shock and racism were found to delay the adaptation process, 

such as professional training regimes (long and hard training), homesickness and stereotyping 

(judging someone out of prejudice). Blodgett et al. (2014) found similar result and explained 

culture shock as feeling overwhelmed by the change. The Aboriginal athletes in the study 

recall experience a contrast of living with non-aboriginal billets and lack of engagement from 

the host members, as well as facing racism and prejudice when relocating. 

In other research, athletes stated that they were misled by information about the club 

abroad, which made them confused when arriving because it was not consistent to their 

expectations (Ekengren, Stambulova, Johnson, & Carlsson, 2018). Ekengren and his co-

workers noted that Swedish handball players experienced differences in mentality abroad. For 

example, in the new club the most important thing was to win, team-mates were more 

individualist, and had a more self-enhancing attitude.  

Thus, in football two out of three Brazilian football players return home in less than a year 

after moving from their country of origin (Brandao & Vieira, 2013). Brandao and Vieira 

(2013) argue that a large number of returning players may be due to the way Brazil find and 

sell their talents, before the players even know how to prepare and face transitions in their 

career. Researchers in cultural sport psychology argue that the acculturation process is 

complex (Schinke & McGannon, 2014) and the adaptation process is fluid (Ryba et al., 2016). 

This means that the transition is seen as an on-going process where there may not be a clear 

point when the process ends (Ryba, 2017). Ryba et al. (2017) emphasize working with 

migrating and transnational athletes when relocating across borders as several issues may 

occur. Furthermore, Schinke, McGannon, Parham, and Lane (2012) recognized the challenge 

of arising the cultural aspect while working with migrating athletes, as the approach 

sometimes can be culturally blind to their background and becomes silenced. Consequently, 

silenced athlete may experience feeling alienated and may not reach their full potential in 

sport (Campbell & Sonn, 2009; Schinke et al., 2012). 
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As mental health is considered to be a major resource in relation to athletes’ performance and 

development, it is important to support athletes through transitions and especially crisis 

transitions to avoid ill-being (Schinke, Stambulova, Si, & Moore, 2017). Crisis transition has 

been described as when the athlete’s recourses are not balancing transition barriers and the 

coping becomes ineffective (Stambulova, 2009). Athletes’ may experience this scenario as a 

dead end and if they are unable to autonomously solve it themselves they will face negative 

outcomes, such as being more vulnerable to face new challenges (Stambulova, 2017). Mental 

health issues have recently been found in Scandinavian elite football. In a quantitative study 

by Jensen, Ivarsson, Fallby, Dankers, and Elbe (2018) elite football players show symptoms 

of depression at 16.7% out of 323 players, more common within elite junior players than 

professional players. Depressive symptoms were found in relation to perfectionist concern via 

competitive anxiety, for example having concerns of making mistakes while experiencing 

cognitive and somatic anxiety (Jensen et al., 2018). This means that possibly, one out of seven 

players in Sweden/Denmark, may experience mental health problems while growing up in 

elite football.  

 

Facilitation of Adaptation Process 

Campbell and Sonn (2009) report social support to be a facilitative factor to adaptation in 

cultural transition (e.g. a family member that relocated with the player, or kindredness). 

Kindredness was term as Indigenous players on the same team shared values and 

characteristics and also looked after each other on and off the field (Campbell & Sonn, 2009).  

Similar to this, other acculturation research found that support and relationships have been 

noted as an important factor. For example, Ryba with colleges (2012) found that relatedness 

within the team during short-term relocation were recognized as a base for the two other basic 

needs; autonomy and competence. As Ryba et al (2012) examine a female swimming team, 

the relatedness within the origin peers grew stronger while relatedness to the host Australian 

natives were lacking.  

Schinke, McGannon, Battochio, and Wells (2013) found that acculturation loads were 

perceived as increasing adaptation when it was shared – a two-way process. For example, a 

two-way process could be finding a way to communicate in a shared language (not only the 

host language) and helping each other through body language (Schinke et al., 2013). Schinke 

and McGannon (2014) also considered the dynamic of support within the acculturation 

process as; a) athletes responsibility, where the hosts expects the immigrant to function 

without their help, or b) reciprocated (limited or immersed) where the host citizens encourage 
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and offers to help the immigrant in adaptation to the new context. The limited reciprocity, is 

described where e.g. coaches and team-mates in the host culture offers to help the migrating 

athlete in acculturation but at the same time expects him to align to the host culture fully. This 

however, could cause identity confusion, in contrast with reciprocated immersed where the 

environment is more open to cultural differences (Schinke & McGannon, 2014).  

 

Objectives 

There is still limited research in the area of cultural transition in elite football, in essence how 

the migrating player experience the acculturation process (Ryba et al. 2016; Schinke & 

McGannon, 2014). In this paper, the focus will be to investigate three professional male 

football players who successfully transition from Swedish elite football to an elite football 

team in Europe. To gain understanding of how they experience their cultural transition, a 

narrative inquiry approach and semi-structured interview guide was used to explore the 

meaning of culture in the transition process. The aim of the present study was to: a) 

investigate the unique pathways of a cultural transition in elite football by constructing three 

core narratives, and b) investigate the participants shared experience in the cultural transition. 

 
 

METHOD 
Design 

Present study was designed from a narrative perspective to better understand the process of a 

cultural transition in football with data collected through interviews. Narrative research which 

has its focal point in human stories can record facts as well as the underlying meaning of 

those lived experiences, which means that narratives are crucial to our understanding of 

everyday reality (Hiles & Čermák, 2008). The participants were asked shared their stories and 

reflect on their experience of career transition(s) abroad as a professional football player.  

 

Participants 

With help from the Swedish Football Federation, six elite football players, that had made one 

or several cultural transitions were contacted. Four players (Mage =25) responded positively to 

participate, finally three was fully conducted while one dropped out during the interview 

process. By the time of their first cultural transition, the players were in the age of 18, 21, 23 

and 23, and moved from Sweden to: Italy (n=2), Switzerland (n=1) or Turkey (n=1). While 

the idea of present research was supported by the SvFF, there was two criteria for being 
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recruited to the study: 1) the player had represented Sweden’s national U21 team in their 

career, 2) made the transition to professional football abroad.  

 

Ethical Issues 

This study followed the university’s and research ethical principles within humanities-social 

science guidelines in Sweden (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). One ethical issue was to keep the 

participants identity anonymous while still having to describe the cultural context that they 

shared from their experience. The study exposes the country where to the players relocated, 

but protected their name, age, club and year of arriving. The collected data were only 

available for the author and her supervisor, otherwise kept in a safe place.  

All participants received an information letter and were able to ask questions about the 

study before agreeing to participate. An oral confirmation was given by each participant 

before starting the interviews. One participant decided to drop out during the data collection 

and the reason for drop-out was not confirmed as the author respected the participant’s rights.  

 

Procedure 

The author created an interview guide based on previous research and in discussion with her 

supervisor. In base, the interview guide was created with consideration of the three phases in 

the Cultural Transition model (Ryba et al., 2016) with a narrative perspective (see appendix 

1). More specifically, the first phase, pre-transition phase was focusing on three areas: contact 

with foreign club, preparation and support. Second phase, acute cultural adaptation phase, was 

focusing on four areas: first impressions with similarities and differences host versus home 

culture, most challenging experience, support and coping strategies. Third phase, 

sociocultural adaptation phase, was focusing on: signs of one’s feeling of adaptation, what 

was likable and not in this environment, what it felt like being a professional player abroad 

and acceptance and understanding of oneself and the world. 

When recruiting participants, Daniel, an employee at SvFF helped the author by initiating 

the first contact with the candidates (n = 6) before passing contact details forward. The author 

contacted the candidates via mail or text message with a short introduction of the study, the 

information letter (see appendix 2) and thereafter suggested a period of time to arrange an 

interview. The interviews were conducted over Skype and lasted between 45 – 90 minutes 

with totally 208 minutes. To meet the participants needs (i.e. time) one participant had one 

session, while the other two had two sessions. The participant who dropped out had two 

sessions with a total of 32 minutes. The author asked the participants for permission to record 
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the interviews, to be able to treat the data collection better. The author transcribed the 

recordings and sent back to the participant for reflection and confirmation.  

 

Data Analysis 

Two analyses were used in this study: holistic-content and categorical-content analysis which 

followed recommendations of Hiles and Čermák’s (2008) Narrative Oriented Inquiry (NOI) 

model. First all recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim and sent back to the participant 

for a review, no changes were made but a few things were added. The author created a 

working transcript dividing the text into segments and gave each participant was given a 

pseudonym name. Second, to execute the holistic-content, data was treated in a step-by-step 

manner as suggested by Hiles and Čermák (2008): 

 

1. The author read each working transcript serval times to identify meaningful 

information about the story as a whole by trying to link different segments in the text 

together to find a core narrative for each participant. 

2. Second, the author created a new document and separated the segments where the 

participants were talking about each of the three phases in the cultural transition.  

3. By looking at what happen in each transition and in light of the core narrative, each 

participant pathway was described in a temporal way.  

4. Last, the holistic-content analysis was discussed with the author’s supervisor as a 

critical friend before moving on to the next analysis. 

 

When the participants’ core narrative was established, a categorical-content analysis was 

conducted to see the participants shared experience. This procedure was done first 

deductively, as we used the phases from the CT model, then we used an inductive approach to 

find shared themes in present data: 

 

1. Reading through all participants’ pre-transition phase of the core narrative stories until 

major themes appeared. Then the same procedure was done for the acute cultural 

adaptation phase, sociocultural adaptation phase, and for post-transition experience.  

2. To support the themes, the author read the participants whole transcripts again to 

ensure that no other theme was hidden in their story, but also find quotation to 

enlighten the themes.  
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3. Last, the themes were discussed and formulated with the authors supervisor. The 12 

themes are presented in table 1.  

 
 

RESULTS 

First, the result presents each participant’s individual pathway of their cultural transition. Kim 

who made the transition to Italy, were expecting the worst-case scenario but were drawn in to 

the football bubble. Nick who made the transition to Turkey, found that showing interest and 

respect towards the host culture helped him to take a key role in the team and adapt. While 

Oliver, who made the transition to Switzerland experienced homesickness being away from 

home but later found himself hungry for more challenges. Second, a description of the 

participants shared experience and illustrated as themes in Table 1. 

 

Kim in Italy – “Preparing for the worst and saved by the football bubble” 

Introduction. When I called Kim on Skype, I got the impression that he was a calm and 

strict man. I was glad that he seemed engaged to participate in the study and as he started to 

share his experience in life and football. To be engaged and prepared for what comes, was 

something that enlighten Kim’s story. While we talked, Kim seemed to be a bit controlled of 

how much he wanted to talk about specific situations and it was sometimes hard to explore 

those things.  

 

Pre-transitions phase. The season had come to an end, and Kim and his team had done a 

good performance in the top Swedish league. As a child, Kim had only been dreaming of 

playing in this club but for the last five years he had been an important player in the squad 

and was now one of the starting players. Kim’s agent offered him alternatives to go abroad 

already at this point, but Kim had other thoughts:  

 

It was when we were fighting for the gold and he wanted me to go then, in the winter. 

But I felt that, damn I really like it here, and it was almost as if I wanted to sign a new 

contract with [the Swedish club] and stay, maybe not for eternity but a few more years.  

 

Kim was still living at his parents’ house and had a girlfriend at the time. After a few months, 

Kim had giving it more thoughts and was reconsidering, he got more curious to move abroad 

and to look for new challenges. An Italian club had previously shown interest and offered him 
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a long-term “developing-plan” as a player for the future. He accepted the offer and the 

transfer process went quickly, but the migration would have to wait about four months. 

During these months he had time to prepare, get information about the country and being a 

professional player abroad. Kim talked to players who had been abroad, both in the club and 

the national team and found that being a professional player abroad would be tough. New 

team-mates might not be friendly or that you will be promised things you will never get. One 

of Kim’s peers was currently in Italy, he now had to prepare for long days, a lot of traveling 

and a more tactical football, but most importantly that he had to learn the language quickly. 

This because he would easier socialize and pick up information: “And I imagine that it would 

be tough to go abroad, so I was preparing for the very worst-case scenario”. 

Kim started to prepare by studying language three-four hours a week and tried to learn as 

much as possible. In football, he had a focus on keep performing for his club and did not relax 

even though he knew he was leaving in a couple of months. Preparation was something Kim 

mentioned during this phase but also through his whole career both in football and in life. The 

Italian club had arranged accommodation and car, so that Kim and his girlfriend did not have 

to worry about organizing those things.  

 

Acute cultural adaptation phase. Kim arrived in Italy and the team was going away for a 

couple of days on training camp. He experienced a lot of hard training along with focus on 

recovery and his first impression was that the team was welcoming considering most of them 

did not speak English. At camp he found it very difficult to communicate as his Italian was 

limited, but he was living with an English-speaking player who had a lot of experience of the 

Italian football style: “It was nice to have him, he had been in Italy since he was 15, as a 

youth professional player, and he knew how everything worked and it was nice to have 

someone to reason with”. Kim also mention a Swedish player who supported him during the 

camp and in the beginning of his time in Italy. With the stories he had heard before relocating 

to Italy, he imagined the worst until he was proven the opposite. Quite fast he realized Italian 

football was more than just football. To become a starting player on his team, he witnessed 

his peers using unsportsmanlike tricks and acted as they were battling for their life at practice:  

 

Football is almost like a religion in Italy, there were not much smiling, and nothing was 

“just for fun”, it was bloody serious every practice and match. It was almost too much, 

maybe this was what I didn’t like… We were 20 players in the squad and only 11 

starting spots, the other nine didn’t get to play, so the players did everything they could, 
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everything in their power to take a spot in the starting 11. I would say that was the 

biggest difference, in Sweden in [the Swedish club] we had many young players who 

would feel satisfied just by being in the squad. This was not the case in Italy, the hunger 

was to be in the starting 11.  

 

Having his plan of being a player for the future, he knew that he would have to put a lot of 

work into this to reach a spot on the team, to have patience and take the chance when it was 

given: “… give it all in practice and never relax or mope around”. With this, he was always 

ready to pick up skills, tactics, strategies and details on and off the field to learn as much as 

possible. Soaked into the football bubble, he didn’t notice how his girlfriend was doing in this 

new environment. Years later when reflecting on the experience in Italy, he understood that 

his girlfriend had a hard time adjusting in the new life, not until several months later when 

they finally found daily routines. While Kim always had football players and the team around 

him, his girlfriend struggled with both language and social aspects of life due to lack of 

exposition to the host culture. 

 

Sociocultural adaptation phase. Six months in Italy, Kim felt comfortable speaking and 

communicating with everyone and this was also a strong factor for feeling adapted to his new 

home. This way he could pick up important information faster and build stronger relationship 

with people around him. Another factor that was contributing to adaptation was finding 

routines and enjoying life outside of football: “Italy as a country is kind of a nice place to live 

in, nice climate, the heat, the food. The days passed by and we – me and my girlfriend, had 

good routines”.  

In football, Kim had a plan to follow, which was driven by his relationship and trust with 

the coach, who made him committed and stayed focused. Despite the differences in the way 

the Italians value football, Kim came to acceptance by believing in himself and focusing on 

being tough and not let anyone walk over him. 

Moving abroad also made Kim reflect on his relationship to people around him, where his 

closest relationships became even stronger as an outcome of the relocation. Especially his 

girlfriend who moved with him, her support made him deal with things and find adaptation 

easier in this process: “… I’m very happy that I had her with me, and I think that without her 

it would not have been as good as it was”. 
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Post-transition experience. From this first experience of a cultural transition in football, 

Kim emphasized that listening to people in one’s surrounding can help you imagine what to 

expect abroad. For Kim’s next transition he mention that he had learn a lot of tactics from the 

Italian football which gave him an advantage in his new destination. He also learned the 

importance of preparing body and mind, as well as balance physical exertion and recovery in 

able to perform.  

Advice from Kim to other football players who would do this transition he says it is 

important to keep your mindset, have patience, stay focus on the task and never give up. 

When you’re given the chance to play, you take it, if you don’t, you’ll have to work harder 

and take the chance the next time it’s given to you.  

 

Nick in Turkey – “Taking responsibility and a key role as a foreign player to gain 

respect in the team” 

Introduction. My meeting with Nick was also over Skype, I met a bright and energized 

man who spoke about his life in a thankful and optimistic way. Right from the start, Nick had 

no problem sharing stories from his life course and once we started talking more about his 

football career abroad, he shared both proud and sensitive moments where life became greater 

than football. The interview with Nick was divided in two sessions, and although Nick 

seemed glad and willing to share his story, he did not sit undisturbed. In the interviews Nick 

could excuse himself, needing to say goodbye or hello to his wife or peer. Having people 

around him while talking to me, made me wonder if he was nervous to talk to me alone or just 

not embarrassed.  

 

Pre-transition phase. Nick was meeting up with the club manager to talk about the future. 

He had still some time left at his contract with the Swedish club, and the manager wanted to 

sign an even longer contract. Nick did enjoy playing in this club but felt ready to search for 

new challenges in football and wanted to see if his agent could find a club abroad. For six 

months a few clubs had shown interest in Nick, but unfortunately nothing that was enough 

challenge for his needs. As Nick was mentally preparing for a possible move abroad, his 

present was affected:  

 

Nothing that I thought about at the time but now when I think back, it might have been 

more negative. I was less focused on what was right now and more about what could 

have been in the future… I had a hard time screening them of [the foreign clubs] and 
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was dreaming away and lost focus on the little details that is very important that you 

need to have to perform where you’re at right now”.  

 

The last day of the transfer window, Nick received a call from his agent, a Turkish club 

wanted to sign him. This day Nick’s life took many turns, he talked about this day how 

jumped of joy and felt a lot of disappointment as the negotiation went back and forth multiple 

times. At the end of the day, the deal was settled, Nick and his agent took the next flight to do 

the medical check-up and collected signatures before the deadline. Finally, after a stressful 

day, Nick could relax and enjoy the thought of a new adventure.  

 

Acute cultural adaptation phase. The day after Nick joined the team at practice, he was 

filled with good emotions and just enjoyed the feeling of being on this new adventure. The 

season had just started when Nick arrived, and he was about to be a part of something big: 

“For the first time in my career I got to meet players who had amazing careers behind them 

and you know excellent players and well-known players in football. It was very inspiring and 

exciting”. After a few days he was in full practice and also in for his first game, with more 

time spent with the team he understood that to be able to communicate he had to learn and 

speak either Turkish or Spanish. This was something that was important in the team to be 

disciplined and engage to learn the language, which he found out as he got tested in some 

language skills randomly by the coach. Nick was eager to learn and wanted to explore the 

Turkish culture and way of living and show that he was interested and willing to learn. This 

was something he had brought from experience in Sweden:  

 

… when I played in Sweden, there were a mix of players who came from different 

countries. And the ones that tried to learn about the Swedish culture and the language, 

you really liked them because they cared about how we were living in Sweden. And 

when I moved to Turkey I thought about that and I wanted to be one of those persons, 

so I wanted to show that I cared about their culture and their language. 

 

Thrown into this new environment, Nick describes how he manage to deal with the unfamiliar 

situations and language difficulties that occurred the first games:  

 

Everything around, every small obstacle that could have been an obstacle, as I didn’t 

know the language and didn’t know any names… it disappears, and you go into a 
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football role which is amazing… There is only one thing in your mind and that is to win 

the game, it’s a weird feeling. You can be very tired and got many hits, but you feel 

nothing of that. It’s like going into a war, all other thoughts and pain goes away. 

 

Short after he arrived, Nick got a big role in the team which he felt helped him to get into all 

that was new, he performed well and earned respect among his peers. With this big role he 

saw himself as a unique player, as the game was more based on individual qualities, while he 

had a Swedish – teamwork-oriented style of play, he saw it as a strength. The team’s sub-

culture was also tougher, they had higher expectations on each other to perform in the team, 

the club and from the fans: “It’s contagious, there are high demands on the players from the 

club and you put high demands on each other then as well”.  

 

Off the field, the Turkish club had an employee who helped him in the beginning, both with 

the language and finding accommodation, bank and phone which made him feel 

professionally treated. The first period of weeks, Nick was living in a hotel and always got a 

ride where ever he needed go. The season had just started there was a lot of traveling both in 

the league and in a tournament. In this phase of Nick’s transition process, he talks very little 

of his life outside of sport: “I do not remember having any thoughts about how life outside of 

football would be because it was such an incredible focus on football.”. Many things were 

prepared and professional, Nick did not have to worry or organize his life.  

 

Sociocultural adaption phase. When Nick started to feel more autonomous in his daily 

living, having less help from the clubs employed, getting an apartment and connecting with 

neighbors he started to feel more adapted. He also realized that he had to start searching for 

things outside of football that he could enjoy, and that life was not only about football. As 

time passed, Nick started to think about being a professional player abroad, the responsibility 

for the club and the fans. Separating the football self and private self, to not let it affect your 

life and confidence too much.  

 

… to play abroad, it’s like so much is based on the football and most friends you have 

are in the team. And really, the name you get is only based of football performance, 

there is so much focus on how you perform… in Sweden you also have another 

identity… a daily life outside the football field. 
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(from the time in Turkey) It was about finding something outside of football, and not let 

football affect your private or daily life. It’s very simple when you’re doing well in 

football… but football will go up and down, then it’s easy to fall into that and go up and 

down as a person and self-confidence and stuff like that. 

 

After two years in the Turkish club, Nick started to think about leaving, the club was not 

happy with the team’s performance the last years. The club wanted to do a new venture, 

Nick’s situation would change, and he got unsure of staying in this new presumption. Nick 

considered his needs and was not going to be satisfied being on the bench. This drove him to 

search for other alternatives, he wanted to be a key player on the field.  

 

Post-transition experience. In present moment, Nick has many years of experience of 

being a professional player abroad, he concludes that clubs abroad are very much alike when 

it comes to treating foreign players. Some clubs have more experience of how to organize the 

support for foreign players than other clubs. The first transition to Turkey gave him a lot of 

experience and confidence to go into the next and future transitions: “I came to a new club 

with a lot of experience and embraced the opportunity to show how I liked to do things and 

what worked for me and show that I had a lot to offer”. This experience helped Nick to find 

his role and adjusted in new his new home quickly. But he also kept in mind, the importance 

to show interest and a willingness to learn about the new culture.  

Going abroad, a lot of Nick’s life was based on football, how he saw himself and other 

perform and how that influenced the access to social support: “… if you’re doing well, it’s 

easy to find support. It’s worse if you don’t perform, then you might get pushed out or end up 

in the freezer [a football term for being excluded from the team]”. Because in Sweden, social 

support was available in other aspects of life, not only based on your football.  

 

Oliver in Switzerland – “A big step for personal development: from homesickness to 

being hungry for more” 

Introduction. Oliver was the third participant I’d talk to, by this point I felt that I had learn 

how to stimulate participants story better than the first interview and I was excited to talk to 

him. As I called him up, my impressions were that he was a laidback and calm man, that was 

very humble towards life and football. He seemed down to earth and did not like to do things 

in a rush. I understood that he was home-loving, as he expressed security and love to his 

social environment in his home culture.  
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Pre-transition phase. The season in Sweden had ended a couple of months ago and the 

European transfer window was about to open. Oliver had no intentions of leaving his club, 

since both Oliver and the team performed well the previous season. During the break, he 

received a call from his agent saying that a few clubs were interested. Oliver’s agent always 

had his eyes and ears open for new opportunities and they decided to visit two clubs abroad. 

Visiting the first club, Oliver didn’t feel anything special, but arriving to the second club he 

got a special feeling walking out on the field in the stadium, and he thought ‘this is it’. 

Another reason for choosing this club, were that they could match his development in 

football, the challenge was not too difficult but not too easy either. Although he had a good 

feeling, he didn’t want to make a decision like this in a rush, Oliver needed some days to 

gather his thoughts about moving. Coming home, Oliver had three days to consider, he talked 

to his family, friends and girlfriend. When Oliver thought of leaving the place he felt secure 

and confident in, a miserable feeling arose. Thoughts and concern about finding a social life 

outside of football gave him cold feet, but his family and friends gave him support, especially 

his girlfriend:  

 

… she had a job and everything in Sweden and she moved with me instead of, like she 

gave up her life at home to come with me. I reasoned a lot with her about this and asked 

if she was ready and she said she was, and that I could not miss this chance. 

 

With this support, Oliver decided to accept the Swiss clubs offer, and was ready to pack his 

bags. But before going to Switzerland, Oliver joined the national team camp for a few days 

and then moved abroad.  

 

Acute cultural adaptation phase. Oliver arrived just in time for the training camp and 

preseason with the new team. As a laidback guy he experiences the camp as very intensive, 

and he had a lot of thought regarding his choice to move abroad. Moving from home for the 

first time was a big step to begin with and being away for training camp with strangers made 

him even more anxious: “I could feel the loneliness and I almost panicked about having made 

the wrong decision with it all and I got really homesick”. On the field, the most common 

language was English, but off the field players tend to speak their language and Oliver had a 

hard time to keep up in conversations. There was however, a Scandinavian player in the team 

that Oliver connected with, this guy helped him deal with all new things he was experiencing 

and normalized the homesickness.  
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Moving to a professional club abroad also meant a new situation for Oliver on the field, he 

was no longer an obvious starting player, as he had been in Sweden. Now he had to train 

harder to earn playing time in the games and a spot on the team. His first appearance was at a 

friendly game and with a good performance he also earned trust and respect from the team 

and soon he found his role in the team. Oliver describes himself as a calm and friendly mate, 

but sometimes there where situations where his team-mates were trying to walk over him: 

“You have to stand your ground. That’s how it is abroad, everybody aren’t friends like in 

Sweden”.   

The first three weeks, Oliver and his girlfriend lived at a hotel and had a hard time finding 

routines or a satisfying way of living: “… not having your own stuff or be able to cook your 

own food. It takes a lot of your mental energy to just be in a hotel”. A man working at the 

football club, help Oliver to find an apartment and moving in was a step in the right direction. 

Starting to feel at home with their own place, Oliver and his girlfriend started to explore the 

city and the new culture. They found Switzerland to be a lot like Sweden in many ways, but 

the people tend to act more arrogant and straightforward, which he was not used to at home.  

 

Sociocultural adaptation phase. Three months had passed and now Oliver got called into 

the national team again. Arriving to Sweden for the first time since the migration, he felt relief 

seeing his family. This was a turning point for Oliver, going back to Switzerland he felt good 

being back in the routines and many things started to fall into place. With more confidence in 

his role in the team he was more secure in speaking with more people, he was now more 

active to integrate in and outside the team. In the team there was a guy that Oliver connected 

with: “they [the player and his girlfriend] had also recently moved to Switzerland and we 

started to hang out a lot with them, doing things.”.  

One sign for adjustment was that he started to enjoy exploring new places, create new 

relationships and explore different perspectives of life and cultures. The most important factor 

outside of football, was that he had his girlfriend with him: “She helped me a lot, how to say, 

with the social part outside of football. Cause it’s not always easy to find friends and all that”. 

On the field it was about understanding the idea of how to play and how to act as a player in 

his club.  

In his two and a half years in Switzerland, Oliver also experienced being out on a loan for 

a couple of months, as the club could not assure him playing time. This made him insecure 

about putting energy to explore and settle down with his life outside of sport in the new city 

where he was on a loan. As the future might not always turn out as you plan, there was no 
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need to get too comfortable: “… the move was kind of sudden, I had to make a quick 

decision… it’s always hard to move, especially when you’ve created a comfortable living 

with friends and all”. Although he felt adjusted and satisfied with life in Switzerland he didn’t 

feel fully committed to stay: “I wanted to see a new country… and because I would like to try 

a new league and explore a new country”. 

 

Post-transition experience. After the first transition, Oliver felt less nervous in many 

aspects of life, he had concurred some of his fears about leaving home. This transition made 

him grow as a person, even though he sees himself as a calm and laidback person he 

integrates more in social aspects and curious in exploring new things. More secure when 

connecting with people from different cultures and communicating in English.  

Oliver’s advice for a player who’s up for this transition is, not to doubt if you’ve been 

given the chance, even if it seems scary it will strengthen you in the end. Don’t go abroad 

when you’re too young in aspects of leaving family, friends and your safe place - ‘home’, 

maybe after secondary school and when you have for sure handled Swedish football, maybe 

in the age of 21 or 23.  

 

Athletes’ Shared Experience 

Through the lens of the cultural transition model (Ryba et al., 2016) the three phases guided 

the themes, the author also added a fourth phase post-transition experience. The results are 

organized in table 1, with 12 themes in the four phases.  

 

The initial pre-transition phase can be described with three themes: Achievement and 

satisfaction in Swedish club, which describes that the players were in a good and satisfying 

environment and did not have a specific reason to go. The second theme was: Agent as a 

navigator and personal interest for the offer/plan and explains the agent’s role, as they, with a 

small push motivates the player to take the next step in their career with a suitable contract 

offer. After the players received an interesting offer they started to search for information 

about the club, culture and city as well as talking to peers with experience of playing abroad, 

this last theme was: Gathering information about the culture and listening to peers’ 

experience.  

In the second acute cultural adaptation phase, four themes were found. First: Adjustment in 

football as a first priority, described when the player arrived in their host culture and had 

football in their focus, as they wanted to prove that they were a good player. It was vital for 
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them to be fully engaged. The second theme of the engagement in football was the social 

connection to the culture and team sub-culture. This was theme: Connecting to the new team 

as a careful and respectful guest, explains that they wanted to be nice and respectful to the 

language and the culture in their new environment. The meaning of football also started to 

emerge for the players in this phase as the theme: Football as a way for recognition, money 

and personal growth, enlighten how the felt about being a good football player and their 

expectations to that. The fourth theme that was found in acute cultural adaptation phase was 

the support: Support from team-mate, partner and family. For example, a team-mate from the 

same or similar origin, background and spoke same language, or an English-speaking player 

in the team that facilitated the communication.   

The third phase – sociocultural adaptation phase, the players talk about feeling comfortable 

in their sport environment: Feeling adjusted in football and further taking steps exploring 

their new environment and towards adaptation in: Embracing life outside football. In the last 

phase of the cultural transition model: Changes in the team and readiness for the next move 

were the players experience their needs might not be satisfied within the change and they 

reconsider their situation. Beyond the cultural transition model’s three phases, the author 

suggested enlightening the participants experience of the transition: Post-transition 

experience, where two themes emerged: Perceived ability and efficacy to adjust to new 

cultural settings and Knowledge and what to expect for next transition, which refers to 

outcomes of their cultural transition and what they brought to future transitions.  

I summery, when the participants started to feel adjusted in football they started they 

shifted focus to other parts of their life and tried to pay more attention to be comfortable in 

daily routines and life outside of football. According to the stories, the pre-transition phase 

varied in one week, six months and seven months. In the acute phase two of the players did 

not give a specific timespan but recall that they got into it quickly, the third player recalled 

approximately three months. The sociocultural adaptation phase seemed to be on-going until 

the athlete relocated again which for all players was approximately two years from their first 

move.  

 

 

Table 1 

The players’ shared experience throughout the cultural transition. 

Phases of cultural 
transition 

Themes Quotes 
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Pre-transition 
phase 

Achievement 
and satisfaction 
in Swedish club. 
 

“I felt that, damn I really like it here, and it was almost as I 
wanted to sign a new contract with [the Swedish club] and stay, 
maybe not for eternity but a few more years. […] if I’m going to 
move it has to be something special.” (Kim) 
 
“Not that I wasn’t satisfied or couldn’t see myself playing in 
Sweden for the rest of my life, but I was ready for a new 
challenge.” (Nick) 
 
“I actually felt that I could have stayed a few more years. But… I 
don’t know, maybe I was scared to move away from my home in 
Sweden, my safety and start playing somewhere else…” (Oliver) 
 

Agent as a 
navigator and 
personal interest 
for the 
offer/plan. 

“I have an agent who wants to transfer me to other clubs. […] 
Me and my agent were going to find a new challenge […]” 
(Kim)  
 
When did you found out you were about to be a player for the 
future? – “I found out when I was about to sign the contract” 
(Kim, 37) 
 
Then my agent called a few months later and said that a Turkish 
club was interested […] There was a lot of alternatives, but non-
that was enough of a challenge, especially in football aspects. 
[…] It’s how much the personally want you and what thoughts 
they have about you, so there is a lot to weigh in. […] When I 
heard which club it was and that we were going to play [in an 
tournament] next year and that I was about to be a starting player 
and that they wanted to go for me” (Nick) 
 
“[…] I was on vacation and my agent called several times and 
said these, these and these [clubs] wants you. I had to think about 
what was most interesting.” (Oliver) 
 
“I thought that they could developed me to the next level.” 
(Oliver) 

Gathering 
information 
about the culture 
and listen to 
peers’ 
experience. 

“I was new in this situation about moving and I tried to listen to 
people in my environment. I had [team-mate in the Swedish 
club] who had been abroad for ten years […] When meeting the 
national team, I tried to listen closely to those players who were 
in Italy by then […]” (Kim) 
 
“[…] It was something I really wanted to look more into. When 
you look it up, the club and the city on Wikipedia and Google 
you like it even more.” (Nick) 
 
“[…] I had an OK to go and visit the club, so we went there and 
had a look.” (Oliver) 
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“It was important that I got the feeling of safety in the Swiss 
club, both as a team but also as a city.” (Oliver) 

Acute cultural 
adaptation phase 

Adjustment in 
football as a first 
priority. 

“The first months passed by so quickly and later-on my girlfriend 
told me that she thought these months were hard. But I was in 
my own bubble and didn’t think twice about how she was 
doing.” (Kim) 
 
“I had a mantra from the first day to give it all in practice and 
never relax or mope around.” (Kim) 
 
“At that time in the beginning of the process, I was not 
acclimatized to daily life outside of football. In the beginning 
everything was about football and you live in a hotel and people 
are driving you where you need to go. […] I do not remember 
having any thoughts about how life outside of football would be 
because it was such an incredible focus on football.” (Nick) 
 
“I was not the first-hand choice anymore. So, I had to start from 
scratch again and try to train even more and harder.” (Oliver) 
 

Connecting with 
the new team as 
a careful and 
respectful guest. 

“When I arrived, I tried to be nice to everyone, because as I said, 
I had an image that it was going to be a tough jargon and tough 
arrogance […] but everyone was nice to me from the start.” 
(Kim) 
 
“I was very accurate to listen and try to learn the language from 
the first day.” (Kim) 
 
“I was thinking about that, when I moved to Turkey that I wanted 
to be one of those persons who showed that they cared about the 
culture and their language.” (Nick) 
 
“[…] for example, in the changing room and like that, I’m a 
pretty calm guy you know […] no one had problems with me and 
I didn’t have problems with anyone either. […] I did good in that 
game, and I think I earned more respect from the others because I 
played well. And they started to trust me as a player quicker.” 
(Oliver) 

Football as a 
way for 
recognition, 
money and 
personal growth. 

“My mind was set in a bubble and I only thought of football.” 
(Kim) 
 
“As I said, football was like a religion and to be a part of that 
team, football was really everything for all of us […].” (Kim) 
 
“I mean, for me and my girlfriends future it’s a lot of money and 
for others as well, it means a lot to us. So, it’s hard to just ignore 
it. But also, in a football perspective, it’s really cool to play for a 
club in Italy.” (Kim) 
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“[…] I didn’t know that much, only what I’d picked up during 
the first days. Everything kind of disappears, and you go into a 
football role that is incredible.” (Nick) 
 
“Everything is based on football; your name gets known 
depending on how well you perform.” (Nick) 
 
“I have no regrets moving abroad because it has strengthened me 
as a person. I’m not afraid to do new things now.” (Oliver) 

Support from 
team-mate, 
partner and 
family. 

“I was lucky we had another Swedish player on the team, he 
helped me a lot.” (Kim) 
 
“Even though I didn’t play all the time he [coach] was always 
good to me and helped me with details” (Kim) 
 
“From home I had my family’s support […] most of the support 
also came from the club and the team. […] if you perform well, 
it’s easy to find support. But if you don’t perform well, you 
might get pushed out. […] I saw how some players were treated 
and how fast it all could change.” (Nick) 
 
“I remembered that I called home every day and said, ‘shit what 
have I done’ and just wanted to go home.” (Oliver) 
 
“[…] I talked a lot with him [Scandinavian player on the team] 
and he said that it was normal to feel like this […] to talk to and 
share thoughts, it was nice to have someone to reason with.” 
(Oliver) 
 
“[…] to find yourself in everyday life. To create a daily living, 
and that’s why I’m so thankful that my girlfriend moved with 
me.” (Oliver) 

Sociocultural 
adaptation phase 

Feeling adjusted 
in football. 

“When I was able to join the conversation, I could let go of that 
barrier, of just being quiet and listening. […] I would say that 
was the biggest breaking point, then I felt like one on the team.” 
(Kim) 
 
“[…] I think it helped me a lot that I got an important role on the 
team in the beginning. Because in football, it’s quite a hierarchy, 
if you perform well you will be appreciated and its easier […]” 
(Nick) 
 
“[…] that you started talking to most of the players not just one, 
and that you started to feel calm and safe within yourself… it 
was like a feeling in my body, a feeling of safety […] that you’d 
started to find friends and knew what to do in practice and how 
they [team] were thinking.” (Oliver) 

Embracing life 
outside football. 

“[…] me and my girlfriend had good routines. We trained in the 
mornings and then in the afternoon we went out in the city and it 
was good weather, had dinner in the sun and so on.” (Kim) 
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“[…] I’m so thankful that my girlfriend moved with me. It 
became so much easier for me, we could do things together, 
explore the city and everything around.” (Oliver) 

Changes in the 
team and 
readiness for the 
next move. 

“[…] a new coach entered, and he wanted to play his players and 
I was in great need of playing time.” (Kim) 
 
“The club had high ambitions […] after two years the wanted 
new players and I felt that I didn’t want to become a 
benchwarmer, I wanted to continue my career and play an 
important role in a team.” (Nick) 
 
“For me, I like to try a new league and see football elsewhere.” 
(Oliver) 

Post-transition 
experience 

Perceived ability 
and efficacy to 
adjust to new 
cultural settings. 

“[…] there were some similarities, like the mentality and they 
were both two big clubs with a rich story in the past. So, the 
[second club abroad] and the [Swedish club] were similar which 
made it easier for me to adapt.” (Kim) 
 
I came to a new club [second club abroad] with a lot of 
experience and came with my perspective on things and what 
worked well for me. And to show that I had a lot to offer:” 
(Nick) 
 
“I was not sure at all of my language skills, I didn’t even dare to 
speak English and now, I don’t have any problems with it.” 
(Oliver) 
 
“Now it was like I had to make things happen for myself, in all 
aspects. Nobody will come and serve it to me.” (Oliver) 

Knowledge of 
what to expect 
for next 
transition based 
on past 
experience. 

As a football player I knew that I had learned so much in Italy. 
Tactical details […] (Kim) 
 
I think that if you arrive in a country where they do not speak 
English you need to learn the language as fast as possible, 
straight away. I had an image that maybe half of the team could 
speak English, but that was not the case, maybe one or two […] 
(Kim) 
 
It’s simple when you perform well in football, that you’re proud 
as a person as well, but like try to find a life where everything is 
not just about football. Because football will always go up and 
down and it’s easy to let that affect your confidence up and down 
as well (Nick) 
 
”I was not as nervous or scared [for next transition]. Because 
now I knew the procedure.” (Oliver) 
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“Don’t be afraid to do it because it will strengthen you in the 
end. You will find your way of life in the country you migrate 
to.” (Oliver) 
 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of the study was to investigate cultural transition experience in elite football with 

narrative data from three Swedish players that relocated to a European country to pursue their 

career. With the narrative inquiry approach the author investigated the three unique pathways 

in the cultural transition in going abroad but also found 12 shared themes in the experience of 

the transition process. The result from both analyses will be discussed in relation to the 

Cultural Transition model (CTM; Ryba et al., 2016) and previous research. 

 

The Unique Pathways in Relation to the CTM and Previous Research 

The first analysis resulted in three core narratives: Kim in Italy – “Preparing for the worst and 

saved by the football bubble”, Nick in Turkey – “Taking responsibility and a key role as a 

foreign player to gain respect in the team”, and Oliver in Switzerland – “A big step for 

personal development: from homesickness to being hungry for more”.  

 

Kim knew that he would move to Italy four months before relocating, in that time he explored 

his social network and talked to peers with experience and tried to learn the foreign language. 

This phase may be considered important, as Brandao and Vieira (2013) argued that lack of 

engagement in preparation could be a reason for migrating players returning to their home. 

Kim’s accurate preparation could therefore be a beneficial reason for his adaptation. In his 

search, he found that it was going to be tough and was preparing for the worst. But when he 

arrived, he found it to be different, his team-mates were welcoming, and the coach tried to 

help him get ready to play. At the same time, he found that Italian football was more like a 

religion and player were fighting for their life’s to play, to be able to fit in, Kim had to put all 

focus to adjust in football and he was soaked in that bubble. Like Ryba et al. (2016) the 

athlete starts negotiating with new cultural practices in the adaptation process. Kim had to 

negotiate to fit in, in this case, value football as much as the Italians to be able to fight for a 

spot on the team. It was not enough to enjoy being on the team, to play he had to train hard 

and pick up as much details in the game as he could. Another aspect in the acute cultural 

adaptation phase were the expectations of an unfriendly environment, Kim’s perception was 
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that players and coaches welcomed him. Although, on the field, it was tougher and some 

situations he had difficulties negotiating with: “there were not much smiling, and nothing was 

‘just for fun’, it was bloody serious every practice and match. It was almost too much, maybe 

this was what I didn’t like…”. Off the field he had two sources of support; the Swedish peer 

and English talking peer helped him with life in general. Having a peer with the same home 

culture, Kim described was useful, this is also in line with Ryba et al. (2012) founding that 

relatedness among peers from the home culture was important for acute cultural adaptation. 

But on the field, he had to look out for himself, the coach although supported his development 

in football, there were no helping hand from his mates. In relation to Schinke and 

McGannon’s (2014) statements, Kim’s acculturation process could be seen as limited 

reciprocity and athletes’ responsibility, where coaches and team-mates offers to help the him 

in some aspects but also expects him to align to the host culture by himself. Lastly, Kim’s 

faced a different mentality in the sport: “Football is almost like a religion in Italy”, like 

Ekengren et al. (2018) mention as Swedish handball players faced abroad as a culture shock. 

Even though he tried to adapt by giving it all in practice, he realized that football was not 

everything. After a few months Kim and his girlfriend started to do more things outside of 

football: “… I’m very happy that I had her with me, and I think that without her it would not 

have been as good as it was”. One facilitating factor to adaptation, was having a family 

member relocating with the athlete (Campbell & Sonn, 2009), alike previous research Kim 

found it important to have his partner with him. 

 

Nick core narrative gives us another side of the cultural transition in elite football. As his pre-

transition phase was mostly about waiting for the right offer, he was mentally prepared to take 

on the challenges in the transition but didn’t know when or where to. Arriving to the new 

culture, he had remembered how he experienced the migrants in his team at home. Lessons 

learned, showing interest and engagement towards the culture was appreciated and he knew 

what he needed to do gain respect in the team. By reflecting on how he had seen a cultural 

transition before, he positioned himself in the same situation, as Ryba and her co-worker 

suggested within the model, in a cultural transition the athlete positions himself in how to 

psychologically function in the new context (Ryba et al. 2016). In relation to the mechanism 

of negotiating between culture practices (Ryba et al., 2016), he seemed to have awareness to 

respect the host culture enough to not stick to his own and with that, his adjustment was 

facilitated. Since the season had started when Nick arrived, he recalled that this process began 

shortly after relocating as he had to adapt fast. He never spoke about any particular person or 
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support around him, helping him with adjustment but it’s clear that he took a lot of 

responsibility himself. Maybe his environment was characterized by a one-way process to 

acculturation where he had to take all responsibility (Schinke et al. 2013; Schinke & 

McGannon, 2014). Learning about the Turkish culture, he realized that playing in a bigger 

club also meant higher demands and that the fans, the club and team-mates will expect you to 

perform. As he was used to the Swedish football context, he perceived different attitudes 

toward performance, both from the team, coach, club and fans. Alike Ekengren with colleges 

(2018) findings, Swedish athletes whom migrated report being report perceiving a different 

mentality within the sport. Nick recalled observing that bad performance could be punished 

with ostracize, which is similar to Ekengren et al. (2018) findings.  

 

In Oliver’s core narrative, he was experience homesickness. Missing the home culture and 

being distant to family was also found within other research as well (Blodgett et al., 2014). 

Considering he had no thought of leaving home, he was in a new city with a new team and no 

friends in less than two weeks. First thing post-relocation, he traveled for pre-season camp 

and was away from his girlfriend as well. This something that Ryba et al. (2016) describes in 

the acute cultural adaptation phase with loneliness, Oliver recalls having second thoughts, as 

he was unsure of fitting in. In relation to Blodgett’s et al. (2014) findings, athletes may feel 

overwhelmed by the change in new settings, but also, not being able to come home after 

practice to one’s own home was something Oliver recalled was tough. To deal with this he 

reached out for support, within a team-mate and his girlfriend and learning that homesickness 

was normal which made him persistent. Ryba et al. (2012) found relatedness to be a basis for 

balancing other needs and psychological homeostasis. Both the girlfriend and the team-mate 

were originally from same/similar culture which were two sources of relatedness. So, despite 

his feeling of loneliness and panicking thought about the decision to move, his relatedness 

worked as a base for showing who he was on the field and in the locker room where he gain 

trust and respect among the others. In the new team, he recognized that people were more 

arrogant and not always friends. As a laidback guy, who didn’t want any trouble with anyone, 

he had to learn how to stand his ground. The supporting team-mate contribute to Oliver’s 

acculturation process was shared (Schinke et al., 2013). After a few months, Oliver started to 

feel more calm and secure in the team and gained efficacy in exploring new things in the new 

environment and relations cause he wanted to have a meaningful life outside of football as 

well. Meeting the new cultural context contribute to Oliver’s skills of sociocultural adaptation 
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(Ward & Kennedy, 1999), as he describes he is not scared to face new context as he knows 

his ability to fit.  

 

The Shared Themes in Relation to the CTM and Previous Research 

Looking at the categorical-content analysis, first we found that all the players were in a 

pleasant environment in their home club and achieved good performance before receiving a 

contract. This something that is not found in the pre-transition phase of the cultural transition 

model (Ryba, et al., 2016), maybe because the athlete has not yet actively been thinking about 

going abroad but could be discussed. For these three players, the previous good 

performance/season seems to have influenced; visible as they perform well; attitude about 

pursuing career (i.e. going abroad); and increased efficacy. However, two of the players 

describes that the agent had an important role in getting them to go aboard, while the third 

player was already in thought of playing abroad. This is where the agent worked as a 

navigator to look for suitable offers. As the players was in a good place with their home club 

and didn’t have a reason to go, they needed a small push from the agent to see the possibilities 

in continuing their career development. This first phase could be seen as a process on how the 

players decided to go abroad. This information is something that is lacking in previous 

research, as many studies tend to focus on the acculturation process (post relocation; e.g. 

Blodgett et al. 2014; Schinke et al., 2013). As Brandao and Vieira (2013) argues, in football 

preparation is one factor that could be crucial for succeeding or not in a transition, in Brazil 

preparation was not consider important, while in other culture it is. Learning from previous 

study’s result, the pre-transition phase should be more investigate. If preparation in the pre-

transition phase is as a foundation for coping with barriers post-relocation, the psychological 

and sociocultural adaptation can contribute to the individuals feeling of well-being and ability 

to fit in (Ward & Kennedy, 1999). With that, the migrating players can avoid a crisis 

transition as well as the consequence of ill-being (Schinke et al., 2017).  

Furthermore, four shared themes help us understand the acute cultural adaptation, where 

the participants describe their main focus as getting ready to perform and show that they were 

a good player. In Ward and Kennedy (1999) definition, the football players had more focus on 

sociocultural adaptation, as they put their focus on the football-sphere and trying to fit in as 

well as show that they can play. Also, in this phase, they realized what meaning football had 

in their life (e.g. being recognized and earning money). During the first period as a migrating 

player, all the participants mention a team-mate with similar cultural background that they 

found support from. This research findings are similar to both Campbell and Sonn (2009) as 
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they termed kindredness, but also Ryba et al (2012) findings regarding relatedness within 

team-mates with same cultural background.  

Subsequently, two of the players emphasize the importance of having a partner who 

relocated with them, so they did not feel alone in their spear time. Campbell and Sonn (2009) 

described a similar support, where a family member moved with the athlete, who helped them 

think about other things than just football. Consequently, having a person that the athlete can 

trust and rely on, outside of sport in the host culture, may have an influence on the athlete’s 

well-being as they feel less lonely in an unfamiliar environment. Considering that migrating 

athletes could experience lack of belongingness or unfriendly host citizens (Blodgett et al., 

2014), creating a social network or having someone move with the athlete could be important.  

The sociocultural phase in present study enlighten a more emotional as feeling comfortable 

to take the next step in settling a life with a holistic way of living by exploring more things 

outside of sport. The acute adaptation phase ended when they adjusted in football as a player 

and that was when they broaden their perspectives in life. For example, the participant started 

to explore life outside of sport, they reflected on “how is culture outside?”, and “How is my 

girlfriend doing?”. A football player’s situation can change quickly in football, as the last 

theme shows, players need to be ready to move if they need to. 

The last major theme goes beyond the CTM and represents the outcome (i.e. what the 

players had learn and brought to the next transition). This theme gives us space to discuss 

how the acculturation can be dynamic in ways that the process is rather continuing when 

leaving one host culture for a new host culture than starting again. Ryba (2017) also declare 

that the process to be on-going, as it might not have a clear end.  

 
Methodological Considerations 

Regarding this study, there are some limitations that need to be considered. Using a 

qualitative study, strengthen an in-depth understanding as the informant can retell their 

experience in their own words. In present study, a narrative inquiry approach was used to 

record both facts and underlying meaning in the participant’s story (Hiles & Čermák, 2008) as 

they reflected on experience of the cultural transition. Approaching narrative method in 

research is a way to get closer to a participant’s way of valuing and experience event of their 

life and what it means to the individual (Hiles & Čermák, 2008). Considering that these 

interviews lasted between 45-90 minutes, additionally over Skype, reader should have in mind 

that participants’ therefore might not have been able to share all aspects of their story in this 

short amount of time. Thus, the authors and the participants lived in different countries, and as 
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the study was not financed, Skype was the best option. However, an interview setting in 

person could have increased the possibility of creating a stronger rapport and control 

unwanted stimulus in the environment (e.g. one participant had people around him). 

Although, the narrative approach aims to explore the content and the form in the individual’s 

story, the approach also has limitations. As the participant is re-telling a story from its 

psychosocial context in his memory as well as the context of situated-occasion of the story-

telling (Hiles & Čermák, 2008).  

Another possible limitation with this study is that the cooperation with the Swedish 

Football Federation was mentioned in the information letter. In purpose of handing useful 

implications of this study, will hopefully contribute to better understanding of the process of 

moving abroad as an elite football player and with that help next generations to prepare and 

adapt in their new context abroad. Even though the stories would be anonymous, this could 

have affected the players way of participating or re-telling their experience, as they knew that 

the conclusions of the study was going to be used in a purpose.  

The result from this study could be recognized in other Swedish elite football players, as 

the culture transition from Swedish sport culture to other countries sport culture has been 

noted (Ekengren et al., 2018). The shared experience, in the lens of the cultural transition 

model, strengthen the transferability (Granheim & Lund, 2004) of the study as they were 

recognized as the players moved to different culture context abroad. However, it’s doubtful 

that the result is transferable between other cultures or between other sports.  

With the purpose of increasing the credibility of the result (Granheim & Lund, 2004), the 

author discussed the analysis with a professor at the school who revised and agreed. The 

author also returned the transcript to each participant to encourage reflections and 

confirmability of their story.  

 

Practical Implications  

Recommendations from this study address both SvFF and consultants who work with 

Swedish football players in cultural transition. First, a short summery of implications to the 

Swedish Football Federation is presented (read more in appendix 3), secondly implications 

for sport psychology consultants (SPC) are addressed. 

The SvFF arrange meetings and training camps for young football players yearly, this is a 

good opportunity to reach players in firsthand with elite ambition. Adding a workshop in the 

schedule or module that concerns cultural transition and become a professional player abroad 

could be a starting point of enlighten the subject. Focusing on Group B with 19-21-year-old 
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players (see specific information about Group A & B in Appendix 3), the workshop aims to 

let players reflect op-on the process of becoming a professional football player abroad. This 

including: a) reflect on the player’s development plan and current recourses, b) using the 

framework of Ryba et al. (2016) with the three phases to explore the process, and c) let 

players discuss the 12 themes from Table 1 and create a document or map with expectations, 

possible obstacles and coping strategies. For example, a should be done individually, and 

while b and c players can work in small groups to discuss and create a document while having 

basis questions as support. The support questions should be guided by the themes from the 

shared experience (Table 1). For example: in the first theme achievement and satisfaction in 

Swedish club, “how is my situation now and how can I reach satisfaction in my club and 

establishment in Swedish football?”. In the second phase and fourth theme, connecting with 

the team as a careful and respectful guest, “what does it mean for me to come to a new team, 

as a foreign player, how do I respect the host culture and learn about it?”. For further direction 

see appendix 3: Workshop guidelines for Swedish football federation.  

Secondly, SvFF could use the opportunity of youth national team meetings to invite a 

Swedish player who play or have played abroad share his or her story. The story could be 

guided by the three phases or non-guided story-telling to enlighten the process and experience 

of a cultural transition. Further, both of these implications could be passed forward to the 58 

Swedish youth academies and be part of the football education for players who does not reach 

national team level but still have ambition to reach higher levels within their sport. Hopefully 

the research findings can be a useful base as SvFF create a suitable educating for players 

today and in the future. 

Ryba et al (2017) encourages more research in the area of cultural transition in sport, to 

offer useful insights to consultants’ who work with athletes in this process. First of all, 

identifying an athletes background in able to gain cultural awareness and challenges that are 

associated to the host context (Schinke et al., 2012). For instance, the Swedish football 

context enlighten us that there are 400 out of 600 000 players who play professional football 

in Sweden (i.e. payed players) the majority play for exercise or semi-professional. The result 

in this study, enlighten us that the participants talks about group dynamic in the team, Kim 

expressed: “in [the Swedish club] we had many young players who would feel satisfied just 

by being in the squad. This was not the case in Italy”, alike Oliver: “You have to stand your 

ground. That’s how it is abroad, everybody aren’t friends like in Sweden”. Growing up in 

Swedish football, satisfaction of being part of the team and being friendly are two more 

aspects that describes the context, however may be lacking abroad. Considering culture while 
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working with athletes’ post-relocation, bringing understanding and awareness (Schinke et al., 

2012) to the process of negotiating with cultural patterns, might facilitate adjustment in 

everyday living. 

 

From the study we learn the players preparation and adaptation to new cultural settings, in and 

outside of sport is important for the player both in short-term and long-term perspective. In 

long-term perspective, preparation for players in Sweden means establish yourself in Swedish 

football and feel satisfied in that. But also reflect on the player’s cooperation with his agent, 

where it is important that the player knows his criteria for the next step and that the offer is 

suitable. The players in this study express that the agent often have their eyes and ears open 

for opportunity and trying to push them to go. Players should be guided to act with caution 

and make decisions in line with their career development and not out of contract or paycheck. 

Meanwhile, the short-term preparation is when the player knows when and where he will 

relocate so gathering information and support will be more specific. The consultant should 

also keep in mind that a peer with the same or similar origin in the host team was considered 

important, encouraging players to start screen where to he could potentially find support in 

the host environment can be a part of the preparation.  

Supporting staff working around migrating athletes can decrease cultural stress and 

enhanced enjoyment and performance in sport by being open for cultural awareness and 

inclusiveness (Schinke et al., 2012). If working with a player who relocated from Sweden, 

present study found that the most important thing was to adapt in football first, i.e. show that 

they are good. But at the same time wanted to connect with the team carefully and with 

respect. Supporting their process to fit in to the team could be consider priority one. Later, the 

players realized that having a meaningful life outside of football was just as important. From 

holistic perspective, helping the player to discover other spheres of life in host culture and 

don’t let the get stuck in the bubble where everything is all about football. Some players may 

move alone (without a partner or family member) a danger for them to get stuck in the 

football bubble is might be more likely, as two of the players in this study had a partner which 

they found was the reason to exploring life outside of football. 

 

Future Research 

The present study aimed to focus on cultural transitions among Swedish elite male football 

players. As the players of this study was +21 years old and considered established in Swedish 

football when relocating to a foreign club, future research could choose to look at player who 
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relocates in younger years (e.g. 16, 17 or 18 y/o). As one of the participant recommended: 

“maybe after secondary school and when you’ve for sure handled Swedish football, in the age 

of 21 or 23” (see Oliver’s core narrative). Youth players who move abroad before established 

in Swedish football may have a different acculturation process, but at the young age they may 

still be in care of their family. How do they adapt to new cultural settings when moving from 

their home and family at this young age, and how do they manage to adapt in football in a 

foreign football academy? 

Future research could also choose to focus on unsuccessful cultural transition to enlighten 

demands and process which did not manage adapt to their new cultural settings (e.g. drop-out 

or moving back home). However, this should be carefully considered in ethical aspects before 

attempting, as the content and story might be sensitive for the participant to share.  

 

Conclusion 

The aim of the study was to investigate cultural transitions in Swedish elite football. The 

result presented three unique cultural transitions among male elite football players, although  

their differences, they share several experiences in the process. The shared themes enlighten 

that as a football player, the priority is to adapt in sport before exploring other spheres of the 

culture during the first period post-relocation. This means that they invested their time to 

show that they were good players and live up to expectations. Interesting in the acute cultural 

adaptation phase, when the adjustment in football ended the acute adaptation also ended, 

because football was prioritized, and it was the key for everything. So, when they adjusted as 

a player, that was when they broaden their perspectives in life. In terms of, how the 

participant started to explore life outside of sport, e.g. “how is culture outside of sport?”, and 

“How is my girlfriend living?”.  

To adapt in football, the players expressed that it was beneficial to have a peer with the 

same origin, while off the field, the partner that moved along were considered important in 

the engagement of exploring life outside of sport. This concludes that after the first phase 

having a meaningful life besides football became one of the most important things to feel 

satisfied.  

Although there is still questions unanswered regarding cultural transition in elite football; 

how do players that do not succeed with the transition experience the transition process or feel 

that they can’t negotiate with some specific cultural patterns? This research is one piece in the 

bigger puzzle in understanding cultural transition in sport, the more we learn the better we 

may help athletes in this particular transition where their cultural identity is developing.  
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Appendix 1 

Interview Guide – Cultural Transitions in Football 

The questions aimed to stimulate the participant to share their stories about their cultural 

transition experience in their career and then choose a specific transition where the three 

phases of the CT model were explored. With reservation for minor discrepancies, all 

questions were written and asked in Swedish and then translated to English. 

 

• Base questions 

o Would you please like to tell me about your current everyday life? 

o What do you find important about you as a person? 

o Would you like to tell me what you find important about yourself as a football 

player? 

o What more in your life do you consider important? 

o Which part of Sweden did you grow up and how was that? 

o Focusing more on your career in football, would you like to tell me about 

where you’ve played (teams/clubs) in a time perspective? 

§ If you have to choose one of the transitions that you mention before, 

which one would it be and how is that one different from the others? 

• Pre-transition phase of the chosen transition 

o Would you please like to share how you first got in contact with this foreign 

club and what happen? 

o Was there one or sevral person(s) who was important to you during this pre-

phase? 

o Would you like to tell me about the time between the first contact and the 

relocation, how did you prepare in football and life? 

§ How did your preparation interact with other aspects of your life? 

• Relocation – Acute cultural adaptation phase of the chosen transition 

o Would you please like to tell me about when you arrived, which were your 

first impressions (in and outside of football)? 

§ Tell me, did you find any similarities and differences in the host 

culture? 

o Would you like to share what was most different or challenging at this 

point? 



 

o Did you have any significant person who was important to you in this 

phase? 

o Tell me how you coped with [the differences or challenges], did you have 

any strategies? 

• Sociocultural adaptation phase of the chosen transition 

o In what way did you start to feel adjusted to the host culture? 

§ What signs did you have for that? 

o Please tell me how you perceived being a professional football player in a 

foreign country. 

o In the host culture, what did you have to accept [values or actions]? 

§ Did you begin to learn something about yourself or did something 

become a part of you? 

§ Please tell me about when you started to think about staying or moving 

from this particular host culture. 

• Experience from this/all cultural transitions 

o Please tell me about how you experience from Sweden help you cope with this 

chosen transition. 

o What experience did you gain from this transition that you think will help you 

in your next transition? 

o What advice would you give to a football player that will do this transition? 

 

Thank you so much for you time! 

  



 

Appendix 2 

The information letter that was sent to the participant before the interviews. 

 
Informationsbrev till deltagare i studien 

 
 
Hej,  
 
Detta är ett informationsbrev till deltagare i studien om svenska fotbollsspelare som blivit 
utlandsproffs. Mitt namn är Ellinor och jag studerar idrottspsykologi vid högskolan i 
Halmstad. Jag ska nu skriva mitt examensarbete på magisternivå som handlar om 
karriärövergångar för svenska utlandsproffs i fotboll. Ditt deltagande i studien bidrar med en 
djupare förståelse för svårigheter och möjligheter att bli utlandsproffs i fotboll samt fungera 
som diskussionsunderlag inom svensk fotboll och kanske till och med spelar- och 
ledarutbildning.  
 
Studien är designad med en kvalitativ metod och genomförs med intervjuer. Intervjuerna 
beräknas ta 90–110 minuter och kommer att spelas in med hjälp av en diktafon. Dessa 
intervjuer omfattar deltagarens idrottsliga, psykologiska och psykosociala upplevelser om att 
bli utlandsproffs i fotboll. All information behandlas konfidentiellt vilket innebär att den 
information du lämnar inte kommer ges ut till obehöriga eller användas utanför studiens syfte. 
För att hålla din identitet anonym kommer en pseudonym användas i studien. För att delta i 
studien lämnar du ditt samtycke (nedan eller via mail), ditt deltagande i studien är frivilligt 
och du har rätt att avbryta ditt deltagande när du vill. 
 
 
 
 
Tack på förhand! 
 
 
 
 
 
Kontaktuppgifter: 
Student: 
Ellinor Söderlund 
Ellsod14@student.hh.se 
 
Handledare: 
Natalia Stambulova 
 
Svenska fotbollförbundet, riksinstruktör i beteendevetenskap: 
Daniel Ekvall 
Daniel.ekvall@svenskfotboll.se 
 
 
 
 



 

Informerat samtycke och bekräftelse på att: 

- Jag har blivit informerad om syftet med studien 

- Jag har blivit informerad om hur insamlad information kommer att behandlas 

- Jag har blivit informerad om att deltagandet är frivilligt 

- Jag har blivit informerad om att jag kan dra mig ur studien när jag vill 

 

Baserat på villkor ovan samtycker jag att delta i studien: 

 

Signatur: _________________________________________ 

Namn: ___________________________________________ 

Datum: __________________________________________ 

  



 

Appendix 3 
 

Riktlinjer för workshop till Svenska Fotbollförbundet 

Den vanligaste åldern att flytta utomlands för ett professionellt kontrakt är mellan 21-23 för 

svenska fotbollsspelare. Det händer såklart att spelare flyttar tidigare (15-20års ålder) för att 

fortsätta skolas inom fotbollen i ungdomsakademier utomlands, men det finns också spelare i 

den åldern som får förtroende och skriver proffskontrakt A-lag utomlands som första 

utlandsflytten. Då landslagssamlingar inleds vid 15-års ålder för ungdomar i Sverige kan 

SvFF förslagsvis arbete med två olika workshops i samband med deras samlingar. En 

workshop som riktar sig mot de yngre juniorerna (Grupp A: 15-18 år) där en utlandsflytt 

vanligtvis inte ligger så nära i ett tidsperspektiv, samt en för äldre juniorerna (Grupp B: 19-

21 år) där utlandsflytten kan ske inom de närmsta åren eller månaderna. Syftet med Grupp A 

är att belysa denna typ av övergång i karriären för svenska fotbollsspelare, mer specifikt ge 

exempel på vad det kan innebära att flytta utomlands som professionell fotbollsspelare i 

Europa. Syftet med workshop i Grupp B är att skapa en bredare förståelse för de spelare som 

vill och strävar efter att spela fotboll utomlands samt hjälpa dem planera och förbereda sig för 

den kulturella övergången de ställs inför vid flytten.  

  

Föreliggande studie beskriver tre olika vägar till en framgångsrik kulturövergång men med 

olika mycket speltid under den första säsongen. Speltid kan dock vara ett mått på hur 

framgångsrik eller inte spelaren är inom fotboll karriären, men den kulturella övergången låter 

oss bredda aspekten på ”framgångsrik” då det handlar om hur en individ anpassar sig till alla 

nya aspekter och hur en individ en meningsfull vardag och allt att fungera. Med tanke på att 

föreliggande studie föreslår att framtida forskning bör studera ungdomsproffsen som går 

utomlands kan inga specifika direktiv på hur vi arbetar och stödjer dessa ges här. I Grupp A 

blir syftet mer att förmedla information och låta spelare reflektera över vad det innebär att ta 

steget att bli utlandsproffs, i rekommendationer efter att en spelare etablerat sig inom svensk 

fotboll först. Det vill säga, låta spelare reflektera och skapa sitt egna mål med fotbollen men 

också att trycka på vikten (fördelen) att stanna inom svensk fotboll för att etablera en stabil 

grund. För Grupp B kan mer specifika riktlinjer i hur spelare kan förbereda sig med de 

resurser de har samt hur och vad spelare kan göra som går utomlands. Nedan visas de två 

förslag på workshops som kan tillämpas samt utvecklas efter utvecklingsplan och behov. 

 

 



 

 

Grupp A: spelare i ålder 15-18 (cirka 1-2 timmar) 

Inledningsvis beskriv översiktligt Wylleman, Reints, och Knop (2013) holistiska idrottsliga 

karriärsmodell (idrottsliga aspekter: inledning, utveckling, bemästring och avslutning) med ett 

fotbollsperspektiv och idrottarens liv i helhet i fokus. I bemästringsfasen kan vissa spelare gå 

utomlands. Diskussionsfråga: Vad innebär det att flytta utomlands som fotbollsspelare? Låt 

tankar ventileras i gruppen (följdfrågor: Vad är skillnaden mellan att vara ungdomsproffs och 

proffs på seniornivå? 

Oavsett vid vilken ålder en spelare flyttar utomlands i sin karriär genomgår individen en 

process likt kulturövergångsmodellen (Ryba et al., 2016). Berätta övergripande om processen 

och visa sedan de 10 första gemensamma upplevelserna/temana från föreliggande studie för 

att knyta an till fotbollen: svenska spelare upplevde processen ”så här” och visa gärna några 

citat. Uppgiften kommer sedan fokusera på att diskutera och behandla frågor angående den 

första förberedande fasen. 

 

Diskussionsfrågor att arbeta med i smågrupper: 

- Vilka fördelar finns det med att stanna inom svensk fotboll i ungdomsåren? 

- Hur kan man förbereda sig långsiktigt och kortsiktigt för att bli utlandsproffs? 

- Vilka resurser är viktiga i förberedelsefasen samt vid akuta anpassningsfasen (första 

månaderna i nya landet)? 

- Fundera över vilket/vilka länder skulle du/ni skulle vilja spela i. 

- Vilka skillnader och likheter kan finnas mellan det landet/kulturen och Sverige både 

inom fotbollen men också livet utanför? 

- Finns det skillnader mellan länderna som ni skulle kunna tänka er att flytta? 

För att göra en mer kreativ uppgift kan spelarna skapa exempelvis, tankekartor eller/och en 

story om en påhittad spelare (i skrift eller presentation). 

 

Slutligen kan tips från studiens spelare visas, vad fotbollsspelare som ska göra denna 

övergång bör tänka på inför/under omlokaliseringen.  

- Använd dig av personer i din omgivning, det kan hjälpa dig att få en bild av vad du kan 

vänta dig.  

- Jobba hårt när du är där, häng inte med huvudet, jobba ännu hårdare.  

- Respektera den nya kulturen, visa att du vill ta del och lära dig om den, det uppskattas 

när du visar att du bryr dig.  



 

- Kom ihåg, när fotbollen går bra har du ofta mycket stöd omkring dig, men fotbollen 

går upp och ner, när du inte presterar kan stöd utebli. Finn källor där du kan få stöd 

även när fotbollen inte går bra. 

- Gå inte utomlands för tidigt, med tanke på att du ställs inför att lämna familj, vänner 

och den trygghet du har hemma.  

- Gå utomlands när du känner dig trygg och har etablerat dig i svensk fotboll först. 

 

Grupp B: spelare i ålder 19-21 (cirka 2-2,5 timmar) 

I denna grupp kan det finnas spelare som redan flyttat utomlands och gjort sin första 

kulturövergång eller snart är på väg, men dessutom spelare som varken har tankar på det eller 

vill. Inled workshopen med en översiktlig presentation av den kulturella övergångsmodellen 

(Ryba et al., 2016) och sedan resultat från föreliggande studie om svenska fotbollsspelares 

erfarenheter av att bli utlandsproffs. Inom fotbollen beskrivs förberedelsefasen genom tre 

teman (se nedan 1–3), akuta anpassningsfasen genom fyra teman (se nedan 4–7), 

sociokulturella fasen genom tre teman (se nedan 8–10).  

Låt spelarna sedan arbeta med varje fas genom att diskutera teman från studiens resultat. 

Här kan exempelvis gruppen delas erfarna (spelare som flyttat utomlands) och oerfarna 

(spelare som fortfarande är i Sverige) eller mixas. Vid delning blir fokus för erfarna spelare 

att beskriva sin process genom faserna och sedan finna likheter samt olikheter genom de 10 

temana. Medan de oerfarna spelarna fokuserar på att se över sin situation i nuvarande svensk 

klubb, relation med agent, mål/plan med kontrakt utomlands och resurser i förberedelsefasen. 

Arbeta i smågrupper (ex. 3-4 spelare/grupp) med de olika faserna.  

Uppgiften i workshopen är att behandla teman som tidigare svenska fotbollsspelare har 

beskrivit när de flyttat utomlands. Skapa en karaktär (påhittad spelare) som genomgår 

processen att flytta utomlands som professionell fotbollsspelare. Där de erfarna beskriver 

processen utifrån deras egna erfarenheter av sin utlandsflytt och de oerfarna beskriver utifrån 

sin nuvarande situation samt förväntningar i faserna. Uppgiften är att betona och diskutera 

vad som är viktigt i varje fas för att finna resurser och hantera kulturövergången. Avslutande i 

workshopen kan de olika arbetena delas genom en presentation i helgrupp eller två grupper 

emellan (en grupp med erfarna och en grupp med oerfarna).  

 

Förberedelsefasen 

Vad kan vi förvänta oss i den här fasen? Vilka möjliga hinder kan dyka upp? Vilka 

strategier/resurser behöver jag för att hantera dessa hinder? 



 

 

1. Framgång och tillfredsställelse i den svenska klubben (Achievement and satisfaction 

in Swedish club) 

Exempel på diskussionsfrågor: 

a. Vilken roll har jag i mitt lag idag?  

b. Känner jag mig trygg/inte trygg med den fotbollsutbildning/utveckling jag får i 

min nuvarande klubb? På vilket sätt. 

c. Vad behöver jag göra för att känna mig trygg och etablerad i svensk fotboll? 

2. Agent som sökmotor och mitt intresse för erbjudanden (Agent as a navigator and 

personal interest for the offer/plan) 

Exempel på diskussionsfrågor: 

a. Beskriv två skäl varför jag litar på min agent… 

b. Vem/vilka i min omgivning hjälper mig att ha en kritisk syn på vad som är bäst 

för mig? 

c. Nämn fem saker som är viktigt för mig i ett erbjudande som min agent 

presenterar… 

3. Samla information om den nya kulturen och lyssna på kamrater med erfarenheter 

(Gathering information about the culture and listen to peers’ experience) 

 

Akuta anpassningsfasen  

Vad kan vi förvänta oss i den här fasen? Vilka möjliga hinder kan dyka upp? Vilka 

strategier/resurser behöver jag för att hantera dessa hinder? 

 

4. Prioritera att anpassa sig i fotbollen först (Adjustment in football as a first priority) 

5. Komma till laget som en försynt och respektfull gäst (Connecting with the new team  

6. Fotboll som en nyckel till igenkänning, pengar och personlig utveckling (Football as a 
way for recognition, money and personal growth) 

7. Stöd genom lagkamrat, partner och familjen (Support in team-mate, partner and 

family) 

 

Sociokulturella anpassningsfasen 

Vad kan vi förvänta oss i den här fasen? Vilka möjliga hinder kan dyka upp? Vilka 

strategier/resurser behöver jag för att hantera dessa hinder? 

 



 

8. Känna sig anpassad inom fotbollen (Feeling adjusted in football) 

9. Anta livet utanför fotbollen (Embracing life outside football) 

10. Ändringar i laget och redo för nästa flytt (Changes in the team and readiness for the 

next move) 

 

Presentera uppgiften för varandra.  

 

Ytterligare diskussionsfrågor:  

- Hur kan det se ut för spelare som inte klarar den här övergången?  

- Vilka resurser saknar dem?  

- Vad missade dem i sina förberedelser eller vad saknade dem för att kunna hantera den 

nya situation de kommit till? 

 

Erfarenheter efter övergången 

Slutligen dela tips från studiens spelare, vad fotbollsspelare som ska göra denna övergång bör 

tänka på inför/under omlokaliseringen. Lyft även frågan i gruppen, vad mer kan spelare som 

står inför denna övergång tänka på? 

- Använd dig av personer i din omgivning, det kan hjälpa dig att få en bild av vad du kan 

vänta dig.  

- Jobba hårt när du är där, häng inte med huvudet, jobba ännu hårdare.  

- Respektera den nya kulturen, visa att du vill ta del och lära dig om den, det uppskattas 

när du visar att du bryr dig.  

- Kom ihåg, när fotbollen går bra har du ofta mycket stöd omkring dig, men fotbollen 

går upp och ner, när du inte presterar kan stöd utebli. Finn källor där du kan få stöd 

även när fotbollen inte går bra. 

- Gå inte utomlands för tidigt, med tanke på att du ställs inför att lämna familj, vänner 

och den trygghet du har hemma.  

- Gå utomlands när du känner dig trygg och har etablerat dig i svensk fotboll först. 
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